A diffractive optical element (DOE) is a promising means of converting a single spot to multiple spots. The multi-level structures of the DOE exhibit a high performance. The DOE structure has the same shape as the multi-level free-form design. This DOE, made of SiO 2 , withstands a high power and peak laser and has a high transmittance in the visible and near-infrared region. Four split beams generated by the DOE are focused by a lens. The split spot size is similar to the spot size without DOE. The fluctuation of intensity of the four spots is obtained as 7.5%. The distance between spots is similar to the design distance. Twenty-one spot simultaneous processing by a pico-second laser by using this DOE on a copper plate was demonstrated successfully for the first time. The processed pattern along the optical axis is in good agreement with the optical simulation.
Introduction
Lasers are used in the modern world for a variety of processing techniques such as cutting and welding. The laser beam is typically focused on a spot by using a lens. However, simultaneous irradiation of multiple spots is desired as a laser processing technique [1] [2] . A diffractive optical element (DOE) is a promising means of converting a single spot to multiple spots [1] [2] [3] . Femtosecond laser processing of multi-beams was reported using a DOE with four levels [1, 4] . In the case of four and eight levels, the first-order diffraction efficiency is estimated as 81% and 95%, respectively [5, 6] . A high-efficiency DOE is desirable not only for first-order diffraction but also for high-order diffractive patterns for laser processing. It has been suggested that a DOE with more than four levels would offer higher performance [7] .
A DOE with more than four levels is created using a free-form three-dimensional (3D) micro-scale structure. This DOE is fabricated in SiO 2 substrate to withstand a high-power laser and have a high transmittance in the visible and near-infrared region. The generation of four spots is evaluated as having a high performance from incident single beams by using our multi-level free-form 3D micro-fabricated DOE. By using this DOE, multi-spot processing of a pico-second laser in a copper plate is demonstrated successfully. The DOE with multi-level structure is introduced in section 2. The optical performance of multi-spot irradiation using the multi-level DOE described in section 3. The processing of a laser using DOE is demonstrated in section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes our study.
Multi-level free-form DOE
The structural design of a multi-level DOE is shown in Fig. 1 . The design of the DOE was calculated using Virtual Lab TM software (Light Trans GmbH). The fabricated structure based on the structural design is shown in Fig. 2 , and is measured by a 3D optical surface profiler (NewView 6200, Zygo Corporation). The fabricated structure is considered to have a similar shape to the structural design. The designed height h pv (peak-tovalley of structure) along the z axis of the structure of DOE is given by [8] :
where λ is the wavelength, n is the refractive index of SiO 2 , and h pv depends on the wavelength λ. The fabricated height with respect to the designed height is indicated in Fig. 3(a) . The fabricated height agrees well with the designed height.
Figure 3(b) shows the fabrication error plotted against the designed height h pv . We can fabricate the DOE within an error of less than 3%. The standard deviation of the fabrication error is estimated as 0.9%.
Using this DOE, we will demonstrate multi-spot irradiation with an arbitrary pattern.
Optical performance of DOE
A common optical setup with the DOE is shown in Fig. 5 using a laser and a lens. The laser beam is focused by the lens and split by the DOE.
The wavelength of the laser is 532 nm, the diameter of the laser beam is 8 mm, and the focal length is 1 m. Four spots with a constant intensity are designed with a distance of 97 μm among neighboring spots at the focal plane. The beam profile at the focal plane is obtained by a beam profiler (Laser Cam HR, Coherent, Inc.). Without the DOE setup, the beam profile of a focus spot is as shown in Fig. 6(a) . A beam diameter of ~90 μm was observed. Next, a DOE is optically set up as shown in Fig.  5 . A diffracted focus pattern of zigzag four spots is observed, with no noise (other the diffracted signal) except the four spots as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The results of Figs. 7-9 were obtained from analyzing the data in Fig. 6 . The diameters of the four spots were obtained as ~90 μm, as shown in Fig. 7 . The diameter of the third spot is almost the same as that of the spot without DOE because the spatial position of the third spot is the same as that of the spot without DOE. The diameters of the other spots are slightly larger than that of the third spot. Distances between neighboring spots are similar to the results of the design shown in Fig. 8 . The intensities of the focus spots are evaluated in Fig. 9 . The intensities of the four spots are obtained as approximately 1/5 of the intensity without DOE. Fluctuation (the ratio of standard deviation to the average) of the four spots is evaluated as 7.5%. We demonstrated high-efficiency multi-spot irradiation with arbitrary position. Our DOE offers high optical performance when using a high power and peak laser.
Laser processing by using DOE
The wavelength and pulse width of the laser are 1030 nm and 8 ps, respectively, and the pulse repetition frequency is 2 kHz. The laser beam after transmission by the DOE is focused on the copper plate by a lens. The focal length of this lens is 100 mm. The duration of laser processing is 1 s. Twenty-one beams split by the DOE (different type than in section 3) are focused simultaneously on the copper plate. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 10(a) along with the optical axis (z axis). A pattern of z = 0 mm is obtained at the focused position. Twenty-one dots processed simultaneously by the pico-second laser were observed on the copper plate. Up to +0.4 mm, the dots are separated independently. At +0.6 mm and +0.8 mm, the size of each spot is larger than that of the focused position (z = 0 mm), due to the defocusing. Optical simulation patterns of multi-beams are shown in Fig. 10(b) . The variation of processed pattern along the z-axis in the experimental result is similar to the variation of pattern of the optical simulation. The 200-μm processed pattern is the same size as the optical simulation. Thus, pico-second laser processing of multi-spots on a copper plate was successfully demonstrated using the multi-level free-form 3D micro-fabricated DOE.
Summary
We introduced a DOE with multi-level free-form 3D high-accuracy micro-structure. This DOE was fabricated in SiO 2 substrate to withstand a high power and peak laser and have a high transmittance in the visible and near-infrared region. Four beams split by the DOE are focused at a focal length of 1 m. The size of the four spots is ~90 μm, which is similar to the size of a spot without DOE. The fluctuation of intensity of the four spots is 7.5%. The distance between spots is similar to that of the design of 97 μm. From these optical results, our multi-level DOE has high performance. Multi-spot processing of a pico-second laser on a copper plate was demonstrated successfully. The processed pattern of twenty-one spots along the optical axis is in good agreement with the optical simulation.
Our multi-level DOE will be useful when using high power and peak power lasers for arbitrary simultaneous multi-spot processing. 
